introduction
Few authorial absences from philosophical texts have been more frequently noted and lamented than that of Plato from his dialogues. the fashionable, if arguably unanswerable, question "who speaks for Plato?" betrays, among other things, a kind of anxiety over our inability to ascribe resolutely the author's views to any of his characters.1 to some extent, this question concerns authority: which character is authorized to speak for Plato and why? What might it mean for a character to bear this kind of authority and how might he display it? in this paper, i undertake to answer these questions by looking at the way in which authority and authorial absence affect each other in Theaetetus, Plato's most comprehensive treatment of knowledge. over the course of socrates' discussion with two mathematicians, theodorus and his student theaetetus, the youth offers four definitions of knowledge, none of which survives scrutiny. the dialogue proper is prefaced by an exchange between euclides and terpsion. in what follows, i explore the issues of authorship and authority as they arise in the preface and in the investigation of theaetetus' definition of knowledge as perception. zina giannopoulou 2. euclides and socrates the prefatory exchange between euclides and terpsion is shadowed by death.2 the two men meet in Megara and talk about theaetetus who is being brought back home from the Athenian camp at Corinth dying of wounds and dysentery.3 they commend his conduct: he was a "fine man" (142b7) who distinguished himself on the battlefield. the incident reminds euclides of a conversation that socrates once had with theaetetus -a reference to the dialogue proper -when the former was a few weeks away from his death, and the latter "little more than a boy" (142c6). socrates then predicted that theaetetus would distinguish himself, if he lived to maturity. in the fictional setting of the opening scene, theaetetus is on the verge of death, socrates has been dead for thirty years, and the dialogue celebrates theaetetus' brilliance and confirms socrates' prediction. the exchange is a nostalgic revisiting of the past made possible by euclides' painstaking work as its recorder and editor. euclides heard socrates narrate the discussion and jotted down memoranda. he then went home, recalled the conversation at his leisure, and transcribed it. on subsequent occasions, he corrected his account by questioning socrates "about the points he could not remember" with the result that he "has got nearly the entire discussion in writing" (143a4-5).4 At present, euclides and terpsion have gathered at the former's house where a slave reads out the written record to them. of all Platonic works, only Theaetetus calls attention to its materiality, its status as a written text. With a striking self-awareness euclides presents himself as the diligent transcriber of socrates' words, thereby usurping Plato's role as writer of the main dialogue. William Johnson remarks that "the text itself, if the reader allows the author's voice to intrude, can be regarded either as Plato's copy of euclides' text, or euclides' text as remembered by Plato, and retranscribed from memory."5 Perhaps it is more
